PRESENT: Todd Santora, Larry Smith, Lisa Brown-Kucharski, Andrew Brubaker, Theresa Walker
RPC, Bev Mutrie Historical Society and Mary Ann Hill Historical Society

The meeting began at 8:07 A.M.

Bev Mutrie and Mary Anne Hill provided their suggestions and additions to the EXISTING AND FUTURE LAND USE chapter. After discussions with workshop attendees, it was decided that Bev and Mary Ann would write additional paragraphs to be incorporated into the chapter. The substance to reinforce the importance of the historical aspects and properties in Hampton Falls. It was decided that these additions needed to be completed by May 14th in time for the Planning Board meeting in May.

The NATURAL RESOURCES chapter was reviewed and edits applied for the Planning Boards first review May 28th.

The RPC map sets and the Historic Properties map edits and corrections were given to Theresa for incorporation into the Master Plan.

Approval of the Minutes from the February 7 and April 11 workshops:
Motion to Approve, Larry Smith
Second, Andy Brubaker
Three in favor, one abstention

Motion to adjourn meeting, Larry Smith
Second, Lisa Kucharski
Unanimous
Meeting adjourned 9:30 A.M.

No additional meetings scheduled.